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Often, it is assumed that for ‘successful integration’ of ethnic minorities it is crucial for individuals to give up their ethnic identity. Yet, those who are seen as the most successfully integrated, the social climbers, appear to strongly identify with their ethnicity and feel connected with co-ethnics. How then does social mobility, which is usually accompanied by far-reaching incorporation into society, relate to ethnic identification?

This study explores this puzzle by focusing on social climbers with ethnic minority backgrounds in the Netherlands, in particular on university-educated adult children of Moroccan and Turkish immigrants. How strongly do they identify with the labels 'Moroccan' and 'Turkish'? Does this reduce their identification as Dutch, as some people fear? In what situations do they articulate their ethnic identities, and why? How do their identifications develop over time? And in what ways is their ethnicity relevant to them?

Based on a mixed methods approach, this study reveals a trajectory of ‘reinvention of ethnic identification’ among ethnic minority climbers. Together with co-ethnic, higher educated peers, who appear to be real soulmates, they re-explore and re-assert their ethnicity in early adulthood. They reshape the ethnic identity in order to fit their higher education levels. The results help us understand the emergence of a more diverse Dutch middle class, which includes individuals who do not discard their ethnic identity.

Marieke Slootman graduated in Applied Physics and in Gender Studies. She worked as a researcher at the Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies. The present study was conducted at the Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research, University of Amsterdam.
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